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A Guide to the Green Sun Princes  Gifted by the Yozis with the corrupted Lawgiver Exaltations, the

Infernals represent a new and terrible threat to the world and its Exalted defenders. Offered

unimaginable power by the fallen architects of Creation to right their greatest failure, the Chosen of

the Yozis operate with one shared goal, to transform Creation into Hell. Will the Infernal Exalted

succeed at their diabolic mission, or the Green Sun Princes fall before the Chosen of the gods as

their masters once did?  A character sourcebook for ExaltedÂ®, Second Edition, featuring:  o

Everything players and Storytellers need to generate Infernal Exalted characters, including their

Charms  o Details of the Yozis' prior servants: demon cultists, akuma and Demon-Bloods  o Rules

for helltech, an occult science dedicated to building wonders from vitriol and the essence of demons
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In the latest expansion for the Exalted tabletop RPG, we are finally presented w/ the Infernal

Exalted!! I say finally, as Infernals were mentioned frequently throughout the last 8 years of books,

but only in passing, no details provided... only shadowy myth and terrifying implication. Until now!

Finally we get a book dedicated to the Green Sun Princes, as they are also called, that details their

origins, their patrons, their might and mysticism and the mysterious helltech they employ in their

nefarious plot... and don't ask for more detail than that. That would be spoiling the fun!The book

itself feels a little light in comparison to some of the other "fatsplats" we've seen from Exalted, but

they've decreased font style slightly and decreased the margin size, so while the book feels thin, it is

as dense w/ information as the other books (in fact, the Charms section is actually longer than the

2Ed lunars and sidereals charm chapters.)I also not as impressed w/ the art this time around as I



have been in past books... I don't know why, but i find myself constantly craving details or angles

that weren't provided. What is there is certainly well done, but this is a White Wolf product and

they've set the bar extraordinarily high in the art department, having employed some of the very

best in modern fantasy art. Here, we get mini comics for each of the signature characters, but w/o

that dense paragraph of information, I didn't feel like i got to know them as well as I did in books

past. The narratives given in these mini comics though could each easily be turned into a chronicle,

so to that end, they are unique to be sure.
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